Larval competition in Drosophila melanogaster: effects on development time.
The effects on development time of larval competition that is interrupted at different times are analyzed in an experiment with constant larval density and varying proportions of two competing strains. Interruption of competition is carried out by means of the overfeeding technique, which allows for the study of individuals that, after several days under competition stress, either complete their development in crowded conditions or migrate to a vial with fresh food where the rest of their development takes place. Results of mean development time and within-vial variance of development time show that individuals under strong competition stress can arrest their development retaining the capability to resume it, once they are exposed to fresh food. The effects of competition are observed sooner on development time than on viabilities, which is in agreement with Ohba's observations (Biol. J. Okayama Univ. 7:87-125, 1961), but the observed effects are not always coincident for both fitness components.